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Abstract

The Internet community is very interested in addressing
congestion with active queue management mechanisms
like Random Early Detection (RED). Recent proposals
extend these mechanisms to actively penalize “misbehav-
ing” flows. These methods favor TCP and TCP-like flows
strongly over other flows like UDP. In this paper we pro-
pose extensions to active queue management disciplines
which continue to address congestion and reward TCP-
friendly flows while minimizing impact on continuous
media flows using other protocols. Our mechanism, Drop
Preference Management (DPM), recognizes tagged flows
and manages their latency while constraining the band-
width they consume. We present empirical results of ex-
periments comparing our mechanism to plain RED.

1. Overview
As the Internet continues to evolve, increasing atten-

tion is being given to recognizing and addressing conges-
tion within the network. Particularly, there is increasing
focus on recognizing “well-behaved” flows, those that re-
spond to congestion by reducing the load they place on the
network. Both Braden et al., and Floyd et al., recognize
TCP flows with correct congestion avoidance implementa-
tions as well behaved [2, 6, 7, 1]. They argue that these
flows, as “good network citizens,” should be protected and
isolated from the effects of “misbehaving” flows. Misbe-
having flows include incorrect implementations of TCP,
unresponsive but lightweight UDP connections, and high
bandwidth flows that aggressively retransmit when drops
occur. A recent internet draft considers the problem of con-
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gestion in the current internet and makes two recommenda-
tions [2]. First, they recommend deploying active queue
management schemes, specifically Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) to more effectively notify responsive flows of
congestion [5]. Active queue management refers to extend-
ing the queueing discipline in the router beyond simple
enqueue and dequeue with drop-tail when full. For exam-
ple, RED does not wait until the queue is full to drop
packets. Instead, it probabilistically drops incoming pack-
ets when the queue’s average size exceeds a particular thres-
hold and automatically drops a random packet when the
average exceeds a higher threshold. This provides earlier
feedback, before the queue overflows, and causes higher
bandwidth flows to see a greater number of drops. Second,
they recommend continued development of mechanisms to
deal with flows that do not respond to congestion in TCP-
friendly manner. To date “dealing with” these other flows
has centered on how to constrain or penalize those flows
[6, 9]. We recognize the need to protect well-behaved flows
but also recognize that many applications choose unre-
sponsive protocols, such as UDP, because they are con-
cerned with throughput and (especially) latency rather than
reliable delivery.  Since reliable delivery in TCP depends
on timeouts, feedback, and retransmissions, it can be in-
compatible with performance goals. Multimedia applica-
tions are a prime example of applications that avoid TCP
for performance reasons.

Simply penalizing these non-TCP flows leaves applica-
tion developers with some unattractive options. With the
deployment of RED in many routers, application develop-
ers must realize UDP flows will be subject to more ag-
gressive drop policies than in the past. The developer could
use TCP and incur overhead for features she may not want.
Or, she could use another protocol and be subject to ag-
gressive drop policies. Another alternative would be to use
a protocol that implements TCP-like congestion manage-
ment without the other undesired features such as reliable
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delivery [3]. The correct long-term solution is to develop
adaptive applications that respond to congestion notifica-
tion (as well as application level feedback). Our approach
recognizes all of these solutions. Our solution is orthogo-
nal, providing better support for continuous media flows
in the router.

To mitigate the impact of active queue management on
UDP flows, we are working on queue management poli-
cies for routers that attempt to balance the concerns of
congestion avoidance and the requirements for continuous
media applications using UDP. Specifically, we are ex-
perimenting with extensions to the Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) packet discard mechanism for providing better
performance for UDP flows without sacrificing perform-
ance for TCP flows. The following briefly outlines the
design of our RED extension, called RED with Drop Pref-
erence Management (RED-DPM), and presents some early
empirical results that suggest the mechanism performs
effectively.

2. Active Queue Management
RED was designed as a mechanism to notify responsive

flows of congestion, either explicitly, by marking packets,
or implicitly, by dropping packets of a flow.  The likeli-
hood of a flow being notified is directly related to its (aver-
age) bandwidth utilization.  In this way RED avoids global
synchronization as many flows back off at the same time,
and avoids unfairly penalizing bursty traffic.  Instead, those
flows consuming the most bandwidth see the most drops.
If responsive, the flow will reduce the load it generates and
the number of drops on that flow will decrease, allowing it
to reach an equilibrium state.  If the flow is unresponsive,
the flow will continue to see a high number of drops, cor-
responding to its utilization of a large part of the queue.
However, RED assumes that traffic is responsive and thus
is vulnerable to misbehaving unresponsive flows.  A non-
responsive flow could consume a large share of the band-
width while other flows decrease their utilization in re-
sponse to congestion notification. While RED does drop
packets in ratio to the flow’s arrival rate, it still drops an
equal percentage of arriving packets from all flows.  So
even well behaved flows continue to see drops if one mis-
behaving flow keeps the queue full. As a result of these
drops, well-behaved flows can back down to extremely low
(or no) throughput. Both RED with Penalty Boxes and
FRED address this deficiency in RED [6, 9]. Floyd and
Fall propose mechanisms for identifying several classes of
flows: TCP-friendly, unresponsive, and very-high band-
width flows [6]. They suggest simply that those flows
which are not TCP-friendly should be “regulated” (without

clearly defining a mechanism for regulation) to prevent
them from dominating network resources while TCP-
friendly (i.e., responsive) flows continue to be notified of
congestion via a RED-like mechanism.

FRED is an extension to RED that uses per-active-
connection accounting to ensure fairness and isolation be-
tween all active flows [9]. While RED drops an equal per-
centage of packets across all flows, FRED increases the
likelihood of drops for high bandwidth flows. It does this
by concentrating drop actions on those flows that are ex-
ceeding a threshold based on the average per flow logical
queue length. Further, flows whose logical queue utiliza-
tion is below average will not be subject to these drops. It
also concentrates drop actions on those flows that have
failed to respond to notification in the past. Both FRED
and RED with penalty boxes take a harsh stance on unre-
sponsive flows, constraining them tightly by dropping
potentially all arriving packets once a queue in a router is
above threshold.  

3. RED with Drop Preference Manage-
ment

We propose a mechanism to constrain misbehaving
flows while attempting to provide them with the best per-
formance possible under those constraints.  A key observa-
tion is that latency may be as important a consideration for
these flows as overall bandwidth. Thus we trade-off band-
width for (lower) latency. We seek to minimize the latency
of those packets that do arrive at the end system and avoid
delivery of stale packets, packets that are queued in the
network and are not likely to arrive in time to be useful.

In our scheme we identify multimedia flows with a tag1

and maintain per flow statistics for those flows only.
Non-tagged flows are subject to the standard RED queue
management policy. Packets in tagged flows are subject to
drops based on queue length thresholds similar to FRED
but also are subject to drops if packets for that queue ex-
ceed a “staleness” threshold. The staleness threshold is
based on the age and depth of the oldest packet for this
flow currently enqueued on the router. Further, anytime a
decision to drop a packet is made, an alternative drop
mechanism, delete and advance, is used. This mechanism
drops the oldest packet (at the head of the flow’s logical
queue) so newer, fresher packets are given priority. It also
reduces the time the new packets spend in the queue by
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promoting them into their logical predecessor’s location in
the main queue.  The depth of the queue elements for all
other flows is unchanged.

With drop preference management we expect to reduce
the impact of misbehaving tagged flows on responsive
flows by performing more aggressive dropping of non-
TCP-conformant flows. These flows are subjected to a
RED test on their (potentially much shorter) logical queue
as well as a staleness test. However, UDP flows, and in
particular responsive UDP flows, benefit overall as their
packets tend to stay closer to the head of the router queue
and thus are delivered with lower latency. DPM should
benefit both responsive and non-responsive continuous
media flows. Non-responsive flows will see a large num-
ber of drops, just as they would in the face of most con-
gestion, but the packets that are delivered will have lower
latency (because of the delete and advance drop policy).
Responsive flows will see this benefit but they will also
be notified sooner of congestion because the oldest, not the
newest, enqueued packet will be the one dropped. And
most importantly, a responsive flow will see no drops
once it has adjusted its load so that it consumes a fair share
of the queue. Low bandwidth non-responsive flows will
see this benefit as well.

4. Empirical Results
We have implemented RED-DPM within the ALTQ

version of the FreeBSD [8]. The RED-DPM implementa-
tion maintains a logical queue for each tagged flow and
performs a threshold and staleness test on each tagged
flow’s logical queue immediately prior to the normal RED
test.  

To test the implementation we have constructed a sim-
ple network consisting of a two switched 100 Mbps
Ethernet LANs that are interconnected by a 10 Mbps
Ethernet. FreeBSD routers route traffic between the 100
Mbps Ethernets across the 10 Mbps Ethernet as shown in
Figure 1. This 10Mbs network creates a bottleneck to

serve as a point of congestion.  A series of machines at the
edges of the network establish a number of connections to
machines on the opposite side of the network. Connec-
tions include a mix of TCP connections and UDP connec-
tions. In particular, several of the UDP connections are
videoconferencing flows generated by a version of the Intel
ProShare system (6 flows at approximately 200Kbps
each). We also generate a “UDP blast” of unresponsive
UDP traffic sent from one machine at the maximum rate
available.

Figure 2 reports some of our early results. It compares
the performance of TCP (3 machines sending bulk data at
the maximum rate available) and UDP connections (Pro-
share) when the routers use RED queue management and
RED-DPM management. Figures 2a and 2b, show the
throughput of the TCP connections, first with just TCP
and Proshare, then during a period when an unresponsive
UDP blast occurs, and finally back to just the TCP and
Proshare. Figure 2a shows the performance under RED
queue management. Figure 2b shows the performance un-
der RED-DPM queue management. As mentioned above,
RED does not effectively protect responsive flows from
non-responsive ones. During the UDP blast period, the
TCP flows see so many drops that they back off entirely,
getting no throughput. Figure 2a confirms this shortcom-
ing. RED-DPM does provide protection by limiting the
number of buffers that the unresponsive stream can oc-
cupy, thereby ensuring a minimal amount of space exists
for TCP flows. The result, as illustrated in Figure 2b is
improved throughput for TCP.

Figure 2c illustrates the impact of RED-DPM on the
ProShare (UDP) flows. This shows the latency of the Pro-
share streams during the time the UDP blast is running.
The top set of points is the latency with RED, while the
lower, darker points are the latency with RED-DPM. In
the case of RED-DPM, although the streams exhibit loss
the delete-and-advance mechanism results in lower end-to-
end latency than when plain RED is used.
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Figure 1:  Experimental network configuration.
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2b)  TCP performance under RED-DPM.
(throughput (bps) v. time)
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Figure 2:  Experimental results.  Performance of
TCP and UDP flows during a UDP “blast.”

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown preliminary results which indicate that

current active queue management mechanisms, such as
RED, can be extended to provide better support for con-
tinuous media flows while maintaining or exceeding the
current performance offered to “well-behaved” flows.  We
intend to conduct further comparisons between DPM and
FRED, conduct more experiments with different network
configurations and traffic patterns, as well as exploring the
design space available for thresholds and staleness values.
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